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SECTION I – ORGANIZATION OVERVIEW 
Visit Orlando is a private, not-for-profit trade association with more than 1,300 members.  
It is not a city, county or state organization.  The Vision of Visit Orlando is:  Working 
together to be the premier marketing organization for the world’s greatest destination.  The 
Mission of Visit Orlando, as the industry’s leader, is:  To brand, market and sell the area 
globally as a premier convention, leisure and business destination for the continual 
economic benefit of the community.  The organization promotes the area by working with 
the travel trade, journalists, and meeting planners to increase the awareness of the area as 
well as implementing advertising programs and other consumer direct activities.  The focus 
of these activities is to increase awareness of the breadth and depth of offerings in Metro 
Orlando; to heighten intent to visit by new travelers; to boost the rate of repeat visitation; 
and to increase the length of stay.   
 
In addition to its headquarters in Orlando, Visit Orlando currently has representation in 
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, Japan, Mexico, and the United Kingdom which 
handle travel trade relations in their designated geographic area.  We also have dedicated 
consumer public relations firms in Canada, Germany, Mexico, and the United Kingdom. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   

SECTION II – BACKGROUND  
On the strength of its world-renowned theme park attractions (Walt Disney World Resort, 
Universal Orlando Resort, SeaWorld Orlando, etc.), Orlando is widely regarded as one of 
the world’s most popular vacation destinations, welcoming over 51 million worldwide 
visitors a year, and the #1 family vacation destination in the world.  The majority of the 
visitation is domestic, leisure visitors.  This segment has received the bulk of the 
advertising dollars. 
 
Canada is Orlando’s largest international market with 960,000 visitors in 2010 and it is 
forecast to grow to over 1 million in 2011.  
 
The 2011 campaign, which includes broadcast and print advertising, promotions, direct 
marketing, in addition to public relations will mark the sixth consecutive year of an 
integrated campaign within this market. Prior campaigns featured broadcast television 
advertising as well as online digital ads placed on prominent search engines and networks. 
All communication directs consumers to a website dedicated to Canadian travelers 
(VisitOrlando.com/Canada). 
 
In addition, a portion of Visit Orlando’s funding is being used to enhance promotion of 
Orlando as a top meetings & conventions destination.  Orlando is the #2 destination for 
hosting the United States’ largest trade shows, behind Las Vegas.  It has experienced 
continued growth and expansion due to a number of new convention and high-end hotel 
projects that have been completed in the last several years (Hilton Orlando, Waldorf-
Astoria/Hilton Bonnet Creek, Peabody expansion).    
 
We are looking for an Agency partner(s) to work with us on developing, executing and 
delivering a comprehensive PR, promotions and advertising program that supports the 
Orlando destination and generates maximum exposure of destination offerings to drive 
demand to visit.  Agency or Agencies may respond to one or all of the areas including: 
Public Relations, Promotions, and/or Advertising Media Buying.  
 
Goals 
Specifically, our overall destination goals are to: 
Leisure/Travel Consumer (Key target = families and Mom, $85,000+ HHI)  

• Position Orlando as a premier destination that meets the needs of today’s 
vacationing families 

• Raise awareness of Orlando’s growing depth and breadth of product: outdoor 
adventure, discovery, rejuvenation/spas, shopping, dining, etc. 

• Maximize a year-round presence in the public relations and promotions efforts 
in both national and regional (Toronto first and some extension into Montreal 
and Calgary) opportunities 

• Strengthen the presence during marketing campaign with public relations and 
promotions efforts 

• Integrate PR and consumer promotions and ensure they tie into media 
campaign 

 



   

Business/Meetings and Conventions Press (Key targets = CEO’s, senior executives -- 
via national, high-profile outlets; meeting planners) 

• Leverage growing depth and breadth of product to raise overall profile of 
destination 

• Position Orlando as a top corporate associations and incentive destination 
• Assist in promotion in the MICE market 

 
Target Media include: 

• Broadcast  
• National Travel media  
• Women’s/Family/Lifestyle Media (Print and Online) 
• Teen/Tween Media (emphasis online) 
• Mature Media (Print and online) 
• Niche Media (dining, golf) 
• Online Travel Media 
• Social Media 
• Meetings & Conventions Media  
• Business media outlets  

 
Target Partners include: 

• Primary: Major national retail chains 
• Secondary: Regional (Ontario) retailers and restaurant chains 

 
Our Agency partner will also be involved in Issues Management as needed for various 
topics ranging from hurricanes to crime that elevate to Canadian media. 
 
More information about Orlando can be accessed via our Web site at VisitOrlando.com. 
 
SECTION III – NEEDS 
Visit Orlando requires an experienced Canadian agency team with extensive experience in 
the travel space to work with our internal team to supplement and extend our PR, 
promotions and media buying efforts. 
 
Note: Agency or Agencies may respond to one or all of the areas including: Public 
Relations, Promotions, and/or Advertising Media Buying. 
 
Public Relations 
The Agency must have experience in working with all forms of media including television, 
magazine, newspaper, radio, web/internet/blogs, and other creative means to garner 
publicity for all of Orlando’s target audiences.  The Agency should be able to use all of 
these media to create communications that define the breadth and depth of the destination 
to the target audiences for the purpose of driving first-time demand to visit, generating 
repeat visitation and increasing length of stay.  The Agency should be able to suggest 
strategies to expand the impact of consumer travel programs, travel trade programs, and 
meetings and conventions programs.  The Agency should also have experience in 
destination issues management.   
 



   

 
 
Promotions 
Visit Orlando is seeking a Canadian-based Agency to develop promotional relationships 
with potential partners within consumer direct channels (retail stores, consumer package 
goods & services) as well as media. The Agency shall be prepared to solicit and secure 
interested partners that are willing to provide appropriate levels of Orlando brand exposure 
within their communication vehicles in return for the provision of prize packages as well as 
the ability to utilize the rights and marks of the Orlando brand. The Agency will work with 
the potential partner(s) to develop a fully conceived promotional concept with all details 
provided in a written brief that will meet Visit Orlando’s established criteria for acceptance. 
 
Each year Visit Orlando may execute a regional Canadian marketing campaign. It would be 
understood that the Agency would be a resource for review and evaluation of the integrated 
campaign, thus providing resident insight and recommendations surrounding the proposed 
plan.  The Agency will report on a frequent basis any competitive strategies and efforts that 
may be taking place in Canada.  
 
Media Buying 
Visit Orlando requires an experienced Media Agency team with extensive experience in the 
travel category to work with our internal team to provide insight into media options in 
Canada.  All media must be evaluated including TV, Radio, Newspaper, Magazine, Online 
(display and SEM), Mobile, Out-of-home (such as billboards and transit advertising) and 
any other form of purchased media that would allow for the Orlando message to be 
communicated to its primary target audience of families, moms and secondary audience of 
couples without children. 
 
The Agency should be able to use all of these media to place communications that define 
the breadth and depth of the destination to the target audiences for the purpose of driving 
first-time demand to visit, generating repeat visitation and increasing length of stay.  The 
Agency should be able to suggest strategies to expand the impact of consumer travel 
programs. 
 
Visit Orlando requires the Agency to work with other destination partners to accomplish its 
goals (ad agencies, research agencies, trade organizations, other CVBs and DMOs, 
members, etc.).  Additional consideration will be given to agencies that have ties or 
partnerships with Orlando/Central Florida agency resources. 
 
SECTION IV – PROJECT SCOPE 
 
Public Relations 
Visit Orlando seeks a proposal for a comprehensive media relations program to promote 
the Metro Orlando area to the domestic leisure and MICE (Meetings, Incentives, 
Congresses, and Exhibitions) traveler in Canada.  The program should complement and 
supplement Visit Orlando’s integrated marketing programs.   
 
The agency would be asked to: 



   

• Develop, in conjunction with Visit Orlando staff, an ongoing media relations 
strategy 

• Aggressively pitch Orlando stories 
• Conduct proactive media calls and maintain on-going media relations with 

journalists in identified target markets 
• Write and distribute press releases/e-newsletters 
• Provide direction and copy for marketing and visitor materials such as holiday 

guides, Web sites, e-mail blast, etc. 
• Service journalists (requests for materials, requests for individual press trips, 

group press trips) 
• Assist in development and execution of media and trade events and activities in  

key Canadian markets 
• Assist with securing journalists to attend media events and missions 
• Keep Visit Orlando informed on travel issues and trends that may affect 

marketing initiatives 
• Evaluate industry trade shows for both trade and media and make 

recommendations on participation on the trade and media side. 
• Meet with Canadian-based partners to coordinate activities (i.e. theme parks, 

Visit Florida, US Travel, TMAC, etc.) 
• Assist with issues management/crisis communications, if needed 
• Assist with clip procurement, as needed 
• Participate in monthly global PR conference calls and individual market calls 
• Provide monthly reports of activities and services 

 
Promotions 
We look for the Agency to respond to this RFP with their own ideas and vision as how to 
approach this engagement that will work hand in hand with and complement the overall 
plan.  With that said, the services to be provided by the Agency might be expected to 
include the following: 
 

• Development of strategies to reach the Canadian leisure traveler via promotional 
programs (including sweepstakes, consumer events, broadcast initiatives, and 
engagement efforts, etc.) 

• Identify and secure promotional partners that will effectively execute an Orlando 
promotion 

• Assist in developing an effective communication messaging strategy by working 
with Visit Orlando’s creative agency to review creative and provide input on 
campaign elements 

• Help develop measurable goals and objectives 
• Provide suggestions on enhancing the strength of the Orlando brand among the 

Canadian audience 
• Work with Visit Orlando staff and leadership to develop supporting goals and 

objectives 
• Make recommendations on effective measurement of success 

 
 
 



   

Media Buying 
The budget size for the total marketing effort in Canada will run between $1 million and 
$1.5 million (actual media between $600k and $1 million).  The budget is based on 
availability per the approval of Visit Orlando’s board of directors. 



   

SECTION V – ITEMS PERTINENT TO THE REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL PROCESS, 
USE AND DISCLOSURE AND CVB REQUIREMENTS 
Visit Orlando reserves the right to use information submitted in response to this document 
in any manner it may deem appropriate in evaluating the fitness of the services proposed.  
Materials that are submitted by the agency that should be considered highly confidential 
should be marked as such.  If confidentiality is requested but cannot be afforded, the 
agency will be notified and will be permitted to withdraw its proposal.  Additionally, and at 
its discretion, Visit Orlando agrees to maintain confidentiality of any product information 
developed by and offered by the agency.  Conversely, all information provided in this RFP 
shall be deemed confidential and shall not be shared outside your agency.  The fact that 
Visit Orlando is conducting an Agency RFP shall also remain confidential. 
 
Finally, Visit Orlando may cancel this RFP at any time. 
 
Conflict of Interest 
The agency, if selected, must submit an agreement to not represent and/or terminate all 
conflict of interest accounts.  This may include, but not be limited to a state, county, city, 
nation or region in another sun/tourist destination during the term of the agreement 
(examples: Las Vegas, Myrtle Beach, Hilton Head, Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, Palm Beach, 
Tampa, St. Petersburg, Daytona Beach, Sarasota, Ft. Myers, New York, Mexico, Spain, 
Puerto Rico, Cuba, Dominican Republic, and the Caribbean.) 
 
Visit Orlando is to be advised of all new business solicitations by the agency that could be 
perceived to constitute a conflict of interest.  With regards to the matter of branch or 
subsidiary office of the agency, it should be clear that all such offices are considered as 
part of the total corporate entity of the agency.   
 
Printing of Materials 
As a general policy, all printing will be contracted directly by Visit Orlando and negotiated 
by Visit Orlando staff.  Creative and related specifications from the agency will be 
coordinated with Visit Orlando Publications Department prior to printing.   
 
Acquisition of Goods and Services 
Good and services (excluding media) over $2,500, acquired by the agency on behalf of 
Visit Orlando should be supported by 3 quotes for Visit Orlando advance approval.  For 
larger purchases (over $20,000), actual specifications used to obtain bids/quotes should be 
provided as well.  Sole service purchases, or selection or recommendation of a vendor that 
is not the lowest bidder should be supported in writing as to the basis for such a 
recommendation.  Also, repetitive purchase of the same good or services may be 
supported by only periodic bidding. 
 
Use of Materials 
All creative produced and elements of the campaigns created by the selected agency for 
Visit Orlando during the contract period shall become the property of Visit Orlando, as will 
all materials, film, negatives art, etc. as well as campaign treatments developed but not 
utilized.  Visit Orlando maintains the right to use any materials generated by the agency in 
other Visit Orlando material generated by Visit Orlando personnel and may do so without 
agency consent or approval.  Visit Orlando acknowledges certain legal constraints and, as 



   

such, requires universal releases for materials unless cost considerations become 
prohibitive such as model releases, music, photographs, etc.  
 
Liability 
The issuance of this document and the receipt of the information in response to the RFP 
will not in any way cause Visit Orlando to incur liability or obligation to you, financial or 
otherwise.  Visit Orlando assumes no obligation to reimburse or in any way compensate 
you for expenses incurred in connection with your response to this RFP. 
 
Compliance 
By responding to this RFP, the agency is providing assurance that in the performance of 
the services covered under this RFP it will comply with all applicable laws and regulations. 
 
Independent Agency Status 
All personnel assigned by the agency to perform services will be employees of the agency 
and the agency will pay all salaries and expenses of, and all payroll or withholding taxes 
relating to, such employees.  The agency will be considered, for all purposes, an 
independent contractor, and it will not, directly or indirectly, act as an agent, servant or 
employee of Visit Orlando, or make any commitments or incur any liabilities on behalf of 
Visit Orlando without its prior written consent. 
 
Insurance 
The agency must maintain the following insurance coverage, and confirm such coverage in 
writing each year:  

• Workers’ Compensation – Coverage for its employees with statutory workers’ 
compensation limits, and no less than $100,000 for Employers’ Liability or 
equivalent. 

• Commercial General Liability – Coverage for all operations including, but not 
limited to Contractual, Products and Completed Operations, and Personal 
Injury.  The limits shall be not less than $500,000, per occurrence, Combined 
Single Limits (CSL). 

• Business Automobile Liability – Coverage for all owned, non-owned and hired 
vehicles with limits of not less than $500,000, per occurrence, Combined Single 
Limits (CSL). 

 
Minority and Women-Owned Businesses 
Visit Orlando has a desire to contract with a broad range of vendors with diverse 
ownership.  Please disclose in your response if you are a minority or woman-owned 
business enterprise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   

SECTION VI – CONTRACT 
The contract period is from January 1, 2012 through Dec. 31, 2012 with a one year 
renewal.  Fee-based services and out-of-pocket expenses (agency travel, entertainment, 
copies, fax, telephone, shipping, etc.) provided by the agency as listed above should be 
based on a retainer not hourly rate.  Some program expenses, defined as any monies 
needed to effectively execute programs to boost consumer awareness including such 
things as participation fees, special events, travel, collateral, print or broadcast materials, 
printing of releases and press kits, images, copies of original publications with features, and 
press conference expenses are accounted for separately within Visit Orlando’s budget if 
they occur in Orlando or resources are best available in Orlando. Others will reside in the 
agency budget. 
 
SECTION VII – ACCOUNTABILITY 
The agency will be expected to provide conference reports recapping all client telephone 
calls, conference calls and meetings.  A monthly activity report including a clip report with 
original clips is required.  In addition, face-to-face planning meetings and conference calls 
will be scheduled to discuss progress.  Back-up documentation is required for all expenses 
billed. Agencies must follow Visit Orlando’s existing business and travel-related expense 
parameters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   

 
SECTION VIII – THE RFP 
Please submit 10 copies of your proposal by August 19, 2011 to: 
 

Peter Cranis 
Vice President of Global Marketing 

Visit Orlando 
6700 Forum Drive, Suite 100 

Orlando, FL  32821 
407/363-5800 

 
Proposals received after August 19, 2011 will not be considered. 
 
Please ensure that the cover sheet of your proposal includes: 

• Company Name 
• Company Address 
• Agency Phone Number 
• Name and Title of Agency Owner 
• Name, Title, Phone and Email Address of Primary Contact person if different 

from Agency Owner 
• A statement that you have read all of the specifications and conditions and 

agree to all terms, conditions, and provisions and are currently licensed to do 
business for the services you propose to provide to Visit Orlando 

 
AGENCY BACKGROUND 
Please include the following in this section: 
 

1) Name and address of agency’s main office and any branch offices (should be 
based in or have a significant presence in Toronto) 

2) Year established – main office and any branch offices 
3) The proposed office to handle this account 
4) Names and backgrounds of principal(s) 
5) Scope of services agency provides 
6) Scope of knowledge and work completed in the tourism/hospitality field 

(including consumer, travel trade and meetings and conventions trade work 
experience/knowledge) 

7) Total gross annual billings/breakdown of clients by the following: 
 

• Under $2 million 
• Between $2-5 million 
• Between $5-10 million 
• Over $10 million 

 
8) Number of full-time employees at agency 
9) A current client list (Please note any present clients that would be in conflict 

with Visit Orlando account and how you propose to manage the situation) 
10) A staffing plan for Visit Orlando account including a description of each team 

member’s qualifications and their role on the account 



   

11) List any subcontractors to be used in the service of the account including their 
duties and qualifications 

12) An explanation of how you charge for your services including billing policies, 
agency commissions, retainers, out-of-pocket, etc.  If you are retainer-based, 
what does this include?  What will be billed net and at what rate what will be 
marked up, what are your standard rates?   

13) A statement of your financial stability 
14) A statement from your Chartered Accountant, CPA or bank indicating that you 

have sufficient financial strength and/or credit to maintain our account 
(Because Visit Orlando pays once the work is completed, it is imperative that 
your agency have sufficient credit to maintain our account.) 

 
PROJECT SPECIFIC 
Relevant Experience:  Destinations/Travel  
 

1) Include one PR Leisure Case Study, one Consumer Promotions Case Study, 
and one Media Buying Case Study with project objectives, tactics executed, 
and resulting media coverage/impressions (Note: Copies of sample media 
coverage secured is desirable)  

2) An example of the firm’s experience in crisis management 
3) An example of a Consumer Engagement project the firm worked on 
4) Orlando SWOT:  Your perception of Orlando’s challenges and opportunities 
5) Ideas for promoting Orlando using paid media and consumer promotions 
6) What you would want to accomplish in the first three months of working on 

the account 
7) How you would measure the effectiveness of the PR, promotions and media 

buying efforts 
8) Proposed remuneration structure 
9) Any local ties/partnerships with Orlando/Central Florida PR/promotions 

resources 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 

1) The single most outstanding quality that differentiates your Agency 
2) Why you are interested in this account 
3) Anything else you think we should know about you/would like to share 

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   

 
SECTION IX – TIMELINE AND PROCESS 
RFPs submitted will be reviewed by a task force in August and will be ranked on how the 
answers to the questions meet Visit Orlando’s goals and objectives as well as how the 
agency’s qualifications meet the organization’s needs and best use of allocated resources. 
 
Grading criteria will include (but is not limited to):   
 

• Travel category experience 
• Meetings and conventions experience  
• Issues management/crisis experience in the travel space  
• Caliber of account team 
• Strategic thinking  
• Creativity  
• Results orientation  
• Proposed compensation package 
• Ties/partnerships with local Orlando/Central Florida agencies or PR/promotions 

resources.   
 
Finalists may be asked to make a presentation to the selection task force in Orlando.   


